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Teleconferencing system

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l]It is a teleconferencing system which performs a conference call using

two or more telephones, A voice response part which receive a push tone signal

and an audio signal which are sent from each telephone, or a push tone signal

and an audio signal are sent to each telephone, and embraces a push tone

signal, and records and plays a sound, A speech synthesis section which
compounds an audio signal from each telephone which has two or more
conference rooms and was received by said voice response part in the

conference room concerned, The management section which a state of said

speech, synthesis section is managed, and sends a command about switching of

a circuit to said voice response part according to a state of this speech synthesis

section in response to circuit information from each telephone from said voice

response part, Said management section specifies a conference room of a

switching place of each circuit concerned to two or more circuits which received

by said voice response part, ** and others, A teleconferencing system with which
two or more persons can talk simultaneously via each one of telephones by
compounding an audio signal of two or more circuits concerned by the specified

conference room concerned, switching and sending a compound audio signal to

each telephone from said voice response part.

[Claim 2]While said two or more circuits have connected, said voice response

part can send said voice response part to telephone newly specified in a push
tone signal in response to a push tone signal from at least one among said two or

more telephones, After said voice response part receives a circuit from newly

specified telephone, An audio signal of a circuit of telephone newly specified

according to a command of said management section, A teleconferencing system

of claim 1 with which telephone which was compounded with an audio signal of

other telephones, was switched by a specified conference room, and was newly
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specified can also participate in a conference at a place in which two or more of

other telephone comrades are already during a line connection.

[Claim 3]While said two or more circuits have connected, said voice response

part receives a push tone signal from at least one among said two or more
telephones, A teleconferencing system of claim 1 with which exchange cutting of

the circuit of a broth and said specified telephone is carried out in a command in

which said management section does exchange cutting of the circuit to said

specified telephone in response to circuit information from said voice response

part at said speech synthesis section to telephone specified by this push tone

signal.

[Claim 4]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 with which exchange cutting of

the circuit of a broth and all the member phones is carried out at said speech

synthesis section in a command which will carry out exchange cutting to all the

member phones which said management section is connecting if a circuit of

host telephone is cut while said two or more circuits have connected.

[Claim 5]After said voice response part receives a push tone signal from host

telephone, A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can play a sound this

recorded when a sound to one or more member phones specified could be

recorded, one or more member phones were specified from said host telephone,

and a circuit with a member phone connected said voice response part.

[Claim 6] Said voice response part receives a push tone signal from host

telephone, After one or more member phones are specified, and said voice

response part receives a push tone signal from a member phone, a sound to

host telephone from a member phone can be recorded, A teleconferencing

system of claim 1 with which said voice response part can play a this recorded

sound while the account host telephone of back to front switches.

[Claim 7]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can carry out group

registration of the member phone switched at present while said voice response

part receives a circuit from host telephone and said speech synthesis section

compounds and switches an audio signal from each telephone by a conference

room.

[Claim 8]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can set up the number of

telephone which compounds two or more audio signals and can be switched

simultaneously for every conference room.

[Claim 9]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can set time which

compounds two or more audio signals and can be switched simultaneously as
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predetermined time.

[Claim 10]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 with which the record section

which records information which compounded two or more audio signals and
was switched simultaneously is provided.

[Claim 11]A teleconferencing system of claim 10 with which information

currently recorded on said record section is provided in a device which can be

viewed in real time.

[Claim 12]When a circuit of host telephone is cut while said two or more circuits

had connected, A teleconferencing system of claim 1 with which a circuit of all

the member phones is cut when a circuit of host telephone was switched within

the after-cutting predetermined time concerned, a reentry room can be carried

out to a conference room and a circuit of host telephone is not switched within

predetermined time.

[Claim 13] Said voice response part from a portable telephone which it has a

telephone function and can disseminate a command inputted from a screen via

an Internet line, and information. A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which

can receive command and information that it was inputted from a screen

through an Internet line and with which said management section can send a

command about switching of a circuit to said voice response part in response to

circuit information according to command concerned and information which

were received.

[Claim 14]A teleconferencing system of claim 13 including information which

said command and information which said voice response part can receive

summon a conference, or calls a member phone.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]

This invention relates to a teleconferencing system which holds a

conference by telephones, such as a cellular phones, personal handy
phones (PHS), and fixed-line telephones.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Although the thing using the TV phone as a

teleconferencing system existed conventionally, the display which copies out the

video camera and the received picture for transmitting a microphone and a

picture in addition to the usual telephone system is required for this, and it had
required the time and effort and cost of these device allocation.
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[0003]

On the other hand, as a pure telephone conference system which does not

exchange image data, there exists an INS telephone conference service

which Nippon Telegraph and Telephone East Corporation (Nippon

Telegraph and Telephone East) provides. This service will call a convener
and participants to a specified time from a conference center, if the

convener of the conference registers the time of the conference and the

conference participant s telephone numbers beforehand. The service can
begin a conference call at scheduled time and can connect a maximum of

30 places simultaneously. However, this concurrent connection service is

connected concurrently via the operator of Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone East, and the utilization time is also restricted to daytime.

[0004] Generally, although the private branch exchange (PBX) of a telephone has
the present digital private branch exchange in use, Since IC which does not have

a memory storage function for switching is used, even if processing is

trustworthy, only basic functions, such as an extension comrade's switching

and switching with the extension and an external general telephone set, have it

by the PBX itself. On the other hand, these days, for the CTI (computer

telephony) system to have spread and to use the function of a telephone with a

personal computer etc. is tried. It is an aim that this unifies voice networks,

such as a telephone network, and data networks, such as LAN. A telephony

board is carried in a personal computer and, specifically, a personal computer is

used for it as a telephone and a switchboard. The switchboard (PBX) in this

personal computer is called UnPBX, and a personal computer plays the role of a

switchboard. This UnPBX is a server which carries a speech processing board

and operates as simple PBX.

It has a memory storage function using the hard disk of a personal computer.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the InventionJThis invention is a conference system

in the telephone to which the time and effort or cost of device allocation are not

newly applied in consideration of the above-mentioned fact. The purpose is for

two or more persons to provide the teleconferencing system which can be

telephoned simultaneously without needing an operator using UnPBX.

[0006]
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[Means for Solving the Problem]This invention of claim 1 is a teleconferencing

system which performs a conference call using two or more telephones, A voice

response part which receive a push tone signal and an audio signal which are

sent from each telephone, or a push tone signal and an audio signal are sent to

each telephone, and embraces a push tone signal, and records and plays a

sound, A speech synthesis section which compounds an audio signal from each

telephone which has two or more conference rooms and was received by said

voice response part in the conference room concerned, The management section

which a state of said speech synthesis section is managed, and sends a

command about switching of a circuit to said voice response part according to a

state of this speech synthesis section in response to circuit information from

each telephone from said voice response part, Said management section

specifies a conference room of a switching place of each circuit concerned to two

or more circuits which received by said voice response part, ** and others, A
teleconferencing system with which two or more persons can talk

simultaneously via each one of telephones by compounding an audio signal of

two or more circuits concerned by the specified conference room concerned,

switching and sending a compound audio signal to each telephone from said

voice response part, **, ** and others

[0007]According to this invention of claim 1, two or more telephone lines are

connected to a voice response part, and a push tone signal from two or more

telephones and an audio signal are received through two or more of these

telephone lines. The management section sends a command about switching of

each circuit to said voice response part after reception according to a state of a

speech synthesis section in response to circuit information from each telephone

from said voice response part. That also directing [ each circuit should go into

this command at which conference room ] is included. In a specified conference

room, an audio signal of two or more circuits is compounded and switched. A
compound audio signal is sent to each telephone from said voice response part.

A compound audio signal flows into each one of telephones. That is, it

synthesizes voice from utterance by each one of telephone, and since a sound

compounded in all the everybody's circuit is returned, two or more speakers'

remark can be heard by each one of telephone.

[0008]Since two or more conference rooms exist in said speech synthesis section,

if there is another vacant room even if a certain room is switching, in the room,

an audio signal of two or more telephones is compounded, and it is switched
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simultaneously.

[0009]A portable telephone, a personal handy phone machine (PHS), and a
general fixed-line telephone machine are included in the above-mentioned
telephone.

[00 10]While said two or more circuits have connected this invention of claim 2,

said voice response part can send said voice response part to telephone newly
specified in a push tone signal in response to a push tone signal from at least

one among said two or more telephones, After said voice response part receives

a circuit from newly specified telephone, An audio signal of a circuit of telephone

newly specified according to a command of said management section, A
teleconferencing system of claim 1 with which telephone which was
compounded with an audio signal of other telephones, was switched by a
specified conference room, and was newly specified can also participate in a
conference at a place in which two or more of other telephone comrades are

already during a line connection, **, ** and others

[0011]According to this invention of claim 2, those who have participated in a
conference call can invite a new participant to a conference, without hanging up
a telephone on the telephone.

[00 12]While said two or more circuits have connected this invention of claim 3,

said voice response part receives a push tone signal from at least one among
said two or more telephones, Said management section a command which
carries out exchange cutting of the circuit to said specified telephone to said

speech synthesis section in response to circuit information from said voice

response part to telephone specified by this push tone signal A broth, A
teleconferencing system of claim 1 with which exchange cutting of the circuit of

said specified telephone is carried out, **, ** and others

[00 13]According to this invention of claim 3, those who have participated in a
conference call can cut telephone of a participant who specified without hanging
up a telephone on the telephone.

[0014]If a circuit of host telephone is cut while said two or more circuits have
connected, this invention of claim 4, A teleconferencing system of claim 1 with
which exchange cutting of the circuit of a broth and all the member phones is

carried out at said speech synthesis section in a command which carries out

exchange cutting to all the member phones which said management section is

connecting, **, ** and others

[00 15]According to this invention of claim 4, if a circuit of host telephone (for
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example, sponsor of a conference) is cut while said two or more circuits have
connected (i.e., while a telephone leads), said management section, A command
which carries out exchange cutting to all the member phones (for example,

participant at a conference) switched is given to said speech synthesis section.

Therefore, if a telephone of said host telephone is cut off, a telephone of all the

member phones under connection will also be cut off.

[0016]After, as for this invention of claim 5, said voice response part receives a
push tone signal from host telephone, A sound to one or more member phones
specified can be recorded, A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can play a
sound this recorded when one or more member phones were specified from said

host telephone, and a circuit with a member phone connected said voice

response part, **, ** and others

[00 17]According to this invention of claim 5, after a push tone signal from host
telephone (for example, sponsor of a conference) is received by said voice

response part, the host telephone can pass a sound (message) to a member
phone (partner who calls) to specify. When one or more member phones were
specified from said host telephone and a circuit of a member phone connects
with said voice response part, those who were called can hear the recorded
message from a sponsor.

[0018]As for this invention of claim 6, said voice response part receives a push
tone signal from host telephone, After one or more member phones are specified,

and said voice response part receives a push tone signal from a member phone,
a sound to host telephone from a member phone can be recorded, A
teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can play a sound by which said voice

response part was this recorded while the account host telephone of back to

front switches, **, ** and others

[00 19]According to this invention of claim 6, said voice response part receives a

push tone signal from host telephone (for example, sponsor of a conference),

and one or more member phones (for example, participant at a conference) are

specified. If a circuit of the member phone concerned is connected, said voice

response part can record a sound to said host telephone from said member
phone, after receiving a push tone signal from said member phone. While said

host telephone switches, said voice response part can play a this recorded

sound, and the sponsor can hear a message of a partner who once called.

[0020]While said voice response part receives a circuit from host telephone, this

invention of claim 7 compounds an audio signal from each telephone and said
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speech synthesis section switches it by a conference room, A teleconferencing

system of claim 1 which can carry out group registration of the member phone
switched at present, **, ** and others

[0021]According to this invention of claim 7, host telephone (for example,

sponsor of a conference) One or more member phones. When a sponsor is doing

one or more member phones and conversation succeedingly after switching to

(for example, a participant at a conference), group registration of the participant

in conversation in the time can be carried out.

[0022]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can set up the number of

telephone which this invention of claim 8 compounds two or more audio signals,

and can be switched simultaneously for every conference room, **, ** and others

[0023]According to this invention of claim 8, the number of simultaneous

conversation good Yoshihito can be set up for every conference room.

[0024]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 which can set time which this

invention of claim 9 compounds two or more audio signals, and can be switched

simultaneously as predetermined time, **, ** and others

[0025]According to this invention of claim 9, by setting time which can talk

simultaneously as predetermined time, if the predetermined time comes,

conversation will come to be completed automatically.

[0026]A teleconferencing system of claim 1 with which the record section which
records information which this invention of claim 10 compounded two or more
audio signals, and was switched simultaneously is provided, **, ** and others

[0027]According to this invention of claim 10, the record section records

automatically information compounded and switched.

[0028]A teleconferencing system of claim 10 with which information by which
this invention of claim 1 1 is recorded on said record section is provided in a

device which can be viewed in real time, **, ** and others

[0029]According to this invention of claim 11, information on composition and
switching can see in real time.

[0030]When a circuit of host telephone is cut while said two or more circuits had
connected this invention of claim 12, A teleconferencing system of claim 1 with

which a circuit of all the member phones is cut when a circuit of host telephone

was switched within the after-cutting predetermined time concerned, a reentry

room can be carried out to a conference room and a circuit of host telephone is

not switched within predetermined time, **, ** and others

[0031]According to this invention of claim 12, even if a circuit of host telephone
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(for example, sponsor of a conference) goes out, if switching of a host telephone

circuit is resumed within predetermined time, a conference can be held

succeedingly. When switching of a host telephone circuit is not resumed within

predetermined time, a circuit of all the members' member phones is cut, and a

conference is completed.

[0032]This invention of claim 13 said voice response part from a portable

telephone which it has a telephone function and can disseminate a command
inputted from a screen via an Internet line, and information. A teleconferencing

system of claim 1 which can receive command and information that it was
inputted from a screen through an Internet line and with which said

management section can send a command about switching of a circuit to said

voice response part in response to circuit information according to command
concerned and information which were received, **, ** and others

[0033]According to this invention of claim 13, a command and information are

inputted from a screen of a portable telephone which can use a telephone line

and an Internet line, and it transmits to a voice response part through an
Internet line. Said voice response part receives a command and information

which were transmitted. The management section sends a command about
switching of a circuit to said voice response part in response to circuit

information according to command concerned and information which were
received from said voice response part.

[0034]A teleconferencing system of claim 13 including information which said

command and information that said voice response part can receive this

invention of claim 14 summon a conference, or calls a member phone, **, ** and
others

[0035]According to this invention of claim 14, information dispatch of a
telephone number input required for a conference call or a member phone call, a
group call, message sound recording, etc. can be performed through an Internet

line from the above-mentioned portable telephone.

[0036]

[Effect of the Invention]According to this invention of claim 1, since conversation

is simultaneously made by telephone in two or more persons and two or more
persons can hold a conference simply with a familiar device called telephone, it

is veiy convenient, and since facility cost also requires only telephone, it is

cheap. Since a conference system can be used in organization for 24 hours,

without making an operator intervene, it is very convenient.
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[0037]According to this invention of claim 2, since those who have participated

in the conference call can invite a participant new on the telephone to a
conference, they are convenient at the point which can call a new participant,

continuing a conference.

[0038]According to this invention of claim 3, since those who have participated

in the conference call can cut a participant's telephone which carried out

on-the-telephone specification, they can remove from a conference those who
are not wanted to participate considering the contents of the conference, and
are convenient.

[0039]According to this invention of claim 4, since all participants' telephone

will also be cut off if the telephone of the sponsor of conversation is cut off, the

function of a conference can be validated.

[0040]According to this invention of claim 5, the sponsor can pass a message to

the partner who calls, and those who were called can hear the message, when
the telephone call from a sponsor is answered. It is not necessary to pass a
message to partner each which is called, the message flows into all partners that

will call if one message is passed, and the sponsor is convenient.

[0041]According to this invention of claim 6, in the telephone for which opposite

Perilla frutescens (L.) Britton var. crispa (Thunb.) Decne. was called to the

sponsor, those who were called by telephone from the sponsor can pass a
message, and the sponsor can hear the message during a conference. Therefore,

when those who were able to apply the conference call call do not attend a
conference call for example, a message can be passed to a sponsor, and
communication of a sponsor and those who were called can be planned.

[0042]According to this invention of claim 7, since what is necessary is to specify

a group and just to access a voice response part to summon
[
telephone, when a

sponsor is another to the participant in the time, and ] a conference, it is

convenient.

[0043]According to this invention of claim 8, setting out of the number which
can talk simultaneously for every room is changeable.

[0044]According to this invention of claim 9, a conference call can be prevented

from continuing for a long time, and contrast can be attached to a conference.

[0045]According to this invention of claim 10, the situation of composition and
switching is manageable.

[0046]According to this invention of claim 11, the information on composition

and switching is manageable in real time.
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[0047]According to this invention of claim 12, since the way which continues a

conference succeedingly was provided without terminating a conference

immediately even if the circuit of host telephone was cut for a certain reason, it

is convenient.

[0048]Since it can transmit to a voice response part, checking command and the

information that it inputted from the portable telephone, on the screen of a

portable telephone if the portable telephone which can use a telephone line and
an Internet line according to this invention of claim 13 is used, It can be certain

and a command and information can be transmitted to time with room at a voice

response part.

[0049]According to this invention of claim 14, since a conference call and a

member phone call can be performed seeing a screen from a portable telephone

through an Internet line, a conference call etc. can be performed with a margin

at certain and time.

[0050]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

An embodiment of the invention is described using drawings

[0051]

In this mode of the invention, an example in which telephone conference

is established by calling a teleconferencing system from a portable

telephone, a personal handy phone machine (PHS), and a general fixed-line

telephone machine (these are called following "telephone"), and a

telephone conference is held.

[0052]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the functional constitution of the

teleconferencing system 2 in this mode. A server 4 is connected with

public networks, such as NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone CORP.) or

TTN (Tokyo Telecommunication Network Co.), via ISDN23 circuit, and is

eventually connected with the user s telephones via the telephone lines.

[0053]

The server 4 consists of a voice response board 6, a voice synthesis board

8, a recording section 10, and a display operating section 12. A display 20
is connected with the server 4 by LAN.

[0054]

The voice response board 6 is connected with the user s telephones via the

telephone lines, and has a function of the reception-and-transmission part
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which receives from a user or sends telephonic communications and a push
tone signal to a user. The voice response board 6 also includes functions of

recording/reproducing audio signals in response to push tone signal and
line signal which were received and transmitted.

[0055]

The voice response board 6 includes two or more posts in which the easy

language 14 is stored. The easy language 14 is a language which can specify

the function of various sound/FAX boards in an easy function-designator

call form. The easy language 14 is a language which has the

above-mentioned reception-and-transmission function of push tone, and
above-mentioned audio sound recording and reproducing function, and can

use the function of the voice response board 6 easily. Since the easy

language 14 also has the function to start an external program from this

easy language, and to receive that executed result, it can freely combine
with a database and various application programs to build a large-scale

program, and the productivity of construction of an audio response system
is enhanced.

[0056]

The voice synthesis board 8 is connected with the voice response board 6,

and contains two or more rooms 16. Each room 16 is a station functioning

to connect, exchange or disconnect a signal sent out from the voice

response board 6 with a designated telephone. Each room 16 has a function

of simultaneously switching to two or more telephones (members) in

response to a line signal sent from a certain telephone (host). Each room 16

can be switched in response to the push tone signal from the telephone of

a host or a member during switching to the telephone newly specified by
the received push tone signal. When sending to the newly specified

telephones, the above-mentioned voice response board 6 sends by proxy

but by using a line other than the line using now.

[0057]

Further, the voice synthesis board 8 has a management section 18. This

management section 18 manages the situation of each room 16, and it has

a role ofsending an indication signal to the easy language 14 in response to

the signal from the easy language 14 of the voice response board 6

according to the situation under management. The situation of each room
16 is, for example, how many telephones are currently
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exchange-connected from the room 16, and how many other telephones

can be exchange-connected. If a sponsor s push tone signal arrives at the

server 4 , a specific room which holds a conference in response to

directions of this management section 18 will be secured.

[0058]

The record section 10 is connected with the voice response board 6 and
the voice synthesis board 8, and mainly records log information. That is,

the record section 10 accumulates the information "such-and-such people

logged in at the such-and-such time, and such-and-such duration of

conference call was performed in such-and-such restriction number
people's room" in response to the information from the easy language 14,

and the information from the management section 18.

[0059]

The display operating section 12 has connection with the record section

10, and a specific soft and specific language are started and the log

information of the record section 10 is displayed. Log information replaces

and comes out in the form of HTML by starting a specific language and

performing specific application.

[0060]

The display 20 is connected with the server 4 by LAN, and recieves the

log information of the display operating section 12. The display 20 is

management and the setting screen of a personal computer, and displays

the HTML form log information from the display operating section 12 on a

screen with use of internet explorer (IE). Human being looks at this screen,

and performs the management and setting of the server 4. Change of the

numbers of telephones (the maximum number for the room) which can be

switch simultaneously of the room 16, and setting of time which can

switch two or more telephones simultaneously, etc. are performed through

this screen. Since the screen of this display 20 can see log information in

real time, it can also grasp the situation of the present server 4 as well.

Setting of the above-mentioned maximum number and setting out of

conference time can be performed at the user side of this teleconferencing

system.

[0061]The processing operation of the above-mentioned composition is

explained as an operation of this embodiment.

[0062]A user makes a push tone signal send through a public network line from
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telephone, and makes it connect with the server 4. In the server 4, the easy

language 14 of the voice response board 6 receives the call signal from a push

tone signal. Then, the signal which refers for the situation of each part store 16

reaches the management section 18, and the management section 18 takes out

the signal which directs the switching place of a line signal to the easy language

14 according to the situation of each part store. According to the indication

signal, a signal is taken out with the easy language 14 to the room 16 of the

switching place of a line signal, and a line signal is switched in the directed room

16 at it. If switched, the signal after switching will be taken out to the easy

language 14, and it goes to the telephone which push tone was sent and was
specified from the easy language 14. The log information between these can go

to the record section 10 from the easy language 14 and the management section

18, and log information can be seen in real time by the display 20 via the display

operating section 12.

[0063]Based on the above-mentioned hard structure, it is explained in what

kind of procedure processing operation progresses concretely. Fig. 2 is the figure

which took up the feature function of the teleconferencing system 2 of this mode.

Fig. 3-Fig. 10 is the flow chart which showed the detailed processing operation

of the server 4 of the teleconferencing system 2 of this mode. In a flow chart, the

square frame with the part to which it points is a message which flows as a

sound.

[0064]Let the appeal people in the case of holding a conference call be "a

sponsor (host)." Let those who are called and participate be "a participant

(member)."

[0065]First, the sponsor's start menu is shown in Fig. 3. A sponsor telephones

the server 4. It is confirmed whether if the server 4 has the arrival of the push

tone signal from a sponsor, the conference room (room) 16 is vacant as for it

(Step 30). In under use, it notifies of under conference room use by a message

(Step 32), and a sponsor does line disconnection. When vacant, an opening

message flows (Step 34), and it asks whether record a message or not (Step 36).

This message is a message which a sponsor passes to a participant. When
recording, it shifts to the "sound recording A-l" mode. When not recording, the

message to which the input of a participant's telephone number is urged flows

(Step 38).

[0066]When a participant's telephone number is inputted (Step 40), and the

riding capacity of the conference room 16 is exceeded, it shifts to "number of
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seats full Er-1" menu. When inputted into due form, switching to a participant

is performed in the conference room (room) 16, and a participant is called (Step

46). If a telephone is connected, a conference will start (Step 48). The participant

who answered the telephone call shifts to "participant" mode.

[0067]The sponsor's sound recording menu is shown in Fig. 4. It is a routine

from the "sound recording A-l" mode of Fig. 3. A sponsor records a message

after a dial tone (Step 56). After sound recording, since a participant is called, it

shifts to "A-2" mode. "A-2" mode is connected with Step 38 of Fig. 3.

[0068] The participant s start menu is shown in Fig. 5. If a participant takes

a telephone by the call from a sponsor, an opening message flows, and when
there is a message from the sponsor, it will reproduce (Step 66). The
interrogation of whether to participate in a conference (Step 68) and if the

participant desires to do so, he enters a conference room (Step 70). When
he does not participate, whether to record the message to a sponsor is

asked (Step 72). When he does not record, the participant disconnects the

telephone. When he desires to record, the participant records the

message (Step 74). After recording, the message is kept (Step 78) and the

participant disconnects the telephone.

[0069]The basic menu is shown in Fig. 6. During a conference, if a basic menu is

called, the message of a basic menu start will flow (Step 86). When there is a

notice of the number of intervenors of the present conference (Step 88) and there

is a participating message, there is a participating message number notice (Step

90). It examines about selection of whether the present participant is checked to

see it carries out [ whether does it hang up the telephone of the participant who
calls a new participant or is now, or hears an absentee's message, or

]
group

registration, or to return to a conference (Step 92). At Step 88, when there is no

participating message, it shifts to Step 92.

[0070]When calling a new participant, a new participant's telephone number is

inputted (Step 94), it shifts to "number of seats full Er-2" menu in case of no

vacancy, and if the number of seats has an opening, it will shift to ["1"] mode
which a new participating person calls. The message of the purport that it is no

vacancy flows, and "number of seats full Er-2" menu asks whether cut someone

or return to a conference, when cutting the participant who is now, it shifts to

the "no vacancy R-5" menu of Fig. 6, and when returning to a conference, a

message to that effect flows and it returns to a conference.

[0071]When hanging up the telephone of the participant who is now, it shifts to
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the step which hangs up a participant's telephone (Step 96), and when there is a
participant, it shifts to ["2"] modes of the Fig. 7 lower berth which a participating

person turns off.

[0072]When hearing an absentee's message, the number-of-cases notice of a
participating message is carried out (Step 100), and a participating message is

reproduced (Step 102). When eliminating after reproduction the message which
returned to Step 102 (Step 104) and was reproduced when the message was
heard again, (Step 104) and a message are eliminated (Step 106).

[0073]When carrying out group registration, it shifts to the mode of "group

registration [4]" of Fig. 8.

[0074]When checking the present participant, it notifies of the present

participant (Step 107).

[0075]When returning to a conference, a message to that effect flows, and it

returns to a conference (Step 108).

[0076]["1"] mode which a new participating person calls is shown in the Fig.

upper row. A new participant's telephone number is inputted (Step 110). The
input here can also specify an extension number. When it becomes the

riding-capacity over of a conference room, it shifts to "number of seats full Er-2"

menu. The message of the purport that it is no vacancy flows, and this asks
whether cut someone or return to a conference, when cutting the participant

who is now, it shifts to the "no vacancy R-5" menu of Fig. 6, and when returning

to a conference, a message to that effect flows and it returns to a conference.

When a telephone number input is due form at Step 1 10, a participant is called

(Step 112), and it connects with the "back D-l called" menu of a Fig, 6 basic
menu, and shifts to Step 86. The side which answered the telephone call shifts

to the "participant" mode of Fig. 5.

[0077] ["2"] modes which a participating person turns off are shown in the Fig. 7
lower berth. A number to cut is inputted (Step 114). The input here can also

specify an extension number. The telephone with the participant who wants to

cut is disconnected (Step 116), and
[
Fig. 6 / "after / D-l / cutting" ], it is

connected to a menu and it shifts to Step 86. A participant's hung-up telephone

is also disconnected at Step 116.

[0078]The menu of group registration is shown in Fig. 8. when the present

participant's group registration is chosen at Step 92 of Fig. 6 group number
attachment is directed and the group number inputs - having (Step 1 18) — the

inputted number is checked (Step 122). When reinputting, it returns to Step
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118. The inputted number notifies of the group number at the time of the right

(Step 124). Then,
[
Fig. 6 / "after / D-l / registering" ], it connects with a menu,

and it shifts to Step 86. If group registration is carried out, and the group

number is inputted from next time, the participant belonging to the group can
be called.

[0079]The menu of the number over of the participant at the time of an error

message: sponsor calling is shown in the Fig. 9 upper row. It is a routine from

the "number of seats full Er-1" menu of Fig. 3. The message of a purport full of

the number of seats already asks whether flow (Step 126) and what we do with

the participant who inputted (Step 128). When reinputting, it shifts to "A-2"

mode of Fig. 3 When calling the partner who inputted until now, it shifts to "A-3"

mode of Fig. 3.

[0080]The menu when an error message:sponsor's telephone is cut off is shown
in the Fig. 10 upper row. If a sponsor's telephone is cut off, the notice of the

purport that the sponsor's telephone was cut off will be carried out (Step 136),

and all the members' telephone will be cut off.

[0081]The menu of reentry room processing when an error messagersponsor's

telephone is cut off is shown in the Fig. 10 lower berth. This menu is

alternatively used with the above-mentioned step 136. If a sponsor's telephone

is cut off, it asks whether terminate a conference or not (Step 138), and if a

conference is completed, all the members' telephone will be cut off in 1 minute.

If there is a reentry room within (Step 140) and 1 minute when waiting for a

sponsor's reentry room, the conference which mixed the sponsor will be

resumed. Also before a sponsor does a reentry room, fellow participants'

conference is in the state where it can do. If there is no reentry room after 1

minute, the message of the end of a conference will flow and all the members'

telephone will be disconnected.

[0082]Regulation of telephone call volume is possible during a conference. It is

possible for a sponsor to grant only a specific person with a participant a voice,

and to also make him speak. In this case, while having granted this specific

person the voice, other participants cannot speak. Since the conference room
can carry out multidata input, the conference call of two or more groups can be

carried out simultaneously.

[0083]By using the above-mentioned flow chart, this invention can be carried

out concretely, it is very convenient by having had each above-mentioned

function, and even place [ which is a remote place comrade and does not have
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equipment of a TV phone etc. ], a conference can be held simultaneously, and it

is convenient and cost is also subsided at a low price.

[0084]According to this embodiment, it can switch without making an operator

intervene, a new participant can be called in the middle of a conference, and use

of a conference system can be performed in organization for 24 hours. When a

user uses this teleconferencing system, in the stage of a start of

conference-system use, the password is required, but initial registration is

unnecessary and can be used from any telephones.

[0085]The modification of this embodiment is explained below. Although the

button of telephone was operated according to the voice message which the

voice response board 6 utters, the push tone signal was transmitted and the

example which performs a conference call and a member phone call was

explained by the above-mentioned embodiment, The example for performing

operation of such a conference call etc. with a portable telephone through an

Internet line is explained. It has a telephone function and the input screen of the

portable telephone in the case of transmitting a command and information to

the voice response board 6, and carrying out various setting out from the

portable telephone which can transmit a command and information via an

Internet line, is shown in Fig. 1 1-13.

[0086]Fig. 11 — sponsor: — it is an input screen of a start" menu. First, ID

and the password at the time of using an Internet line are entered. 2. message

registration 3. group registration 4. address book in which the item which can

be set up holds 1 . conference It is.

[0087]the case of "holding a conference" — a screen top — "— 1. — a conference is

held — " — it chooses, then — 1. — a telephone number is inputted and a

participant is specified — " — the case where group registration of the participant

has been carried out ~ "— 2. — a group is called — " — it chooses. The selection

picture after these is shown in Fig. 12. When 1. is chosen, a participant's

telephone number (an abbreviated number may be sufficient) is inputted. After

an input, when calling, a "call" button is pushed. The group number is inputted

when 2. is chosen. If the group number is inputted, a list of the member
belonging to the group will come out. When the member who came out by the

list may be sufficient, the "O.K." button is pushed, and a "call" button is pushed

when calling. After removing the check of a check box to those who except

among the members who came out by the list, the "O.K." button and a "call"

button are pushed.
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[0088]In "message registration", "2. message registration" is chosen on a screen.

Then, "1. new message sound recording" and "2. change of a recorded message"

are chosen. The selection picture after these is shown in Fig. 13. When 1. is

chosen, a message is recorded and # is pushed, after pushing a sound recording

button. When 2. is chosen, the message which inputs a message number to

change and is replaced with it is recorded.

[0089]the case of "group registration" and an "address book" - **** - 1. - a

conference is held — " — it is the same point as "2. message registration", and
from the selection picture, a desired selection branch is chosen and it

progresses.

[0090]The voice response board 6 can receive the command inputted from the

screen of the above-mentioned portable telephone, and information, and the

management section 18 sends the command about switching of a circuit to the

voice response board 6 in response to the circuit information according to the

command and information which were received from the voice response board 6.

[0091]As mentioned above, since it can transmit checking the information

inputted by inputting a command and information and transmitting through

the screen of the portable telephone which can use an Internet line in the

pictures, it is hard to generate a mistake in operation, and it is certain and
generous operation and transmitting information can be carried out.

(Note: We have prepared translation of the portions written in block letters. The
other portions are machine-translation by the JPO and we cannot guarantee the

correctness of these portions)
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